
November 21, 2016 

 

Hello Clients and Friends, 

 

We're now over three fourths of the way through 2016.  After a really rocky start to the year, the 

major domestic stock indices now show positive returns for the year. According to Morningstar, 

the S&P 500 is up over 6% year-to-date, and the Dow Jones Industrial Average is up over 8% 

year-to-date.   

Although the election has been a huge topic in the news and the stock market, investment 

fundamentals appear little changed to me from the three months ago.  Corporate profit results 

are mixed, economic growth is below where we would like, and interest rates remain near 

historic lows.  Now that we are through the election, the next biggest thing to watch is interest 

rates. Many analysts think there will be a small increase in interest rates in December, but my 

belief is that it will still be a long, slow climb.  Stocks aren't cheap enough to make me want to 

buy in large quantities, but I think it's definitely best to stay invested with what you have and 

look to buy on the dips with new money.  As always, we try to individualize our solutions for 

clients and help make the best decisions based on each set of circumstances both for those in 

the accumulation phase and those in the distribution phase. 

 

In the office, we continue to get acclimated to Signator.  Taylor and I attended a conference in 

September sponsored by Signator and picked up some good ideas on product and practice 

management.  Since we're approaching year end, I want to give another reminder on year end 

stuff: 

 

You can still access information from the Transamerica time by changing the financial 

organization back to 4H8. This may be very important at tax-time, because those with accounts 

that create taxable gains/losses and dividends/interest will receive TWO 1099 forms for 2016 – 

one from the Transamerica time, and one from Signator.  Same thing for those that receive 

withdrawals from IRA accounts – one 1099R for the Transamerica time, and one 1099R from 

the Signator time.  

 

Thank you as always for your continued confidence and business.  Please let either Taylor, 

Vivian, or me know of anything else we can do to improve or streamline your financial affairs. 

 

Best wishes through the holiday season and year end. 

 

 

Russell 


